Lesson 5: PO.2 – General Knowledge
Topic: YM History and Jargon
Lesson Time: 60-90 min

Objectives:
Recall the Young Marines’ birthday and where and
when the Young Marines was founded.
2) Define Young Marine jargon.
1)

Materials needed:

Standards:
EO.2a – Identify the Young Marines birthday.
EO.2a – Explain where and when the Young
Marines was founded.
EO.3a – Know and understand military terms and
Marine jargon.
Essential Questions:
1.
2.
3.

What is the Young Marines Birthday?
Where and when was the Young Marines
founded?
Why is important to know Young Marine
Jargon?

Projector/Screen, Laptop, necessary cords, extra laptops
or cellphones, internet connection, index cards, writing
utensil, markers or crayons if desired
Activities:

Learning Styles:
Linguistic, interpersonal

1.
2.

Introduce the topic
Direct Instruction
- Use PPT and speaker notes to introduce Young Marine history. Generate
discussion on importance of various dates.
- Use PPT to teach military jargon. Show images and use words in context.
Pair/Share to create sentences with the words.
3. Independent/Group Practice Activity Options
- Create flash cards with words and definitions. Write sentences using a few of
the words and then share Round Robin style.
- Using designated devices, divide recruits into teams or individually (depends
on number of devices/recruits) and play Kahoot!
4. Evaluation
- Work in teams to write a short story or create a skit using as many of the words
as possible correctly.
5. Reflection
- Have recruits discuss the importance of knowing Young Marine Jargon.
- Have recruits rank the words in order of importance or amount of usage and
give an explanation as to order.

Reteaching:

Review commonly
missed words and have
recruits correct them in
their scripts.

Accommodations:
Preferential seating,
collaborative grouping,
allow students to draw
pictures on their
flashcards instead of
words

Web links for class:

Notes:

Quizlet: https://quizlet.com/_4rmz3z
Kahoot!: https://bit.ly/2qSA8dM

Both quizlet and Kahoot require devices.
Choose other activities if you prefer your drill
meetings to exclude cell phones.

